Yes, you read it right! Over one megabyte of user available RAM for your HP9845! The Infotek AM 45B memory consists of two circuit boards, each containing 524K bytes of memory. The boards are form, fit and function interchangeable with the 131K byte boards designed for your machine. The installation can be made in minutes and does not involve any modification of your HP 9845.

Just imagine what you can do with a diskette of data in RAM. Data-base routines, sorts and searches can run many times faster. No need to buy a second disk drive just to make backup disks—copy from memory and do it much faster. And how about those real-time instrumentation applications where data is generated faster than you can dump to disk.

Now for the best part, the price: $3,500 per 524K byte board.

Availability is now! For a demonstration in your machine, call collect in California, (714) 956-9300. Nationwide call toll free, 1 (800) 854-3469. Or return the coupon.

Infotek Systems
INFOTEK SYSTEMS
1400 North Baxter Street
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 956-9300 Telex: 182283

European users contact:
INNAX
Computer Products GmbH
Neustrasse 9, 6231 Schlins-Scentz
West Germany
06196-88067, Telex: 418310 INNAX
In microscopy, as in language, clear understanding depends on clear definition. That’s why many scientists depend on the Nikon Optiphot microscope. The startling clarity, remarkable resolution and crisp contrast of its unique CF optics reveal a precise, undistorted picture of the specimen. For fast, sure documentation, the optional FX photomicrographic systems provide microprocessor-controlled exposure accuracy. Add whatever accessories you require and the Optiphot can easily keep pace with your curiosity.

See how your investigations could benefit from a more definitive view. Ask to look into an Optiphot. For full information and a reproduction of this photomicrograph, write: Nikon Inc., Instrument Division, 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530 (516) 222-0200.
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INCUBATORS

The largest selection in the industry. A model tailored to every budget, every application. Twenty-five CO₂ incubators alone. Tabletop models. Floor models. Under-counter models. Room size models. From "heat only" to full-bank digitally-controlled incubators with temperature, humidity, CO₂ and automatic decontamination.

OVENS

Capacities from 1 to 96 cu ft. Mechanical or gravity-convected for science and industry. From standard temperature ranges to 538°C. Vacuum ovens. Safety ovens. Explosion proof ovens. Pass-thru ovens. All kinds. Custom ovens are our specialty.

WALK-IN ROOMS

Environmental test chambers ... any size, any shape or any simulation. 234 standard sizes. Pick any combination of temperature, moisture or light for research, production or quality control. Widest choice of control systems.

HUMIDITY CHAMBERS

Full range of benchtop and floor models. From 5 to 33 cu ft. For package testing, drug stability, environmental testing, adhesive testing and corrosion-resistance. Automatic programming, including microprocessor control.

Be picky. Don't "box yourself in" with a limited selection. Send for our FREE catalog today!